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Reveals the trick to couples meeting each other's deepest needs--without like she reacts without respect, and
without respect he reacts without like, and a painful, negative cycle begins.
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just were always butting heads looking to get the other to switch/not understanding so why we were always
butting heads whenever we love We simply celebrated our 30th anniversary. Highly recommend This a great
book for relationship, dating, counseling or just understanding the contrary sex in basic interactions. All our
other relationship seminars, books, etc. It felt like the author held myself accountable for my own awful
behavior without any excuses. We were communicating fairly well, just were usually butting heads looking
to get the additional to change/not really understanding why we were always butting heads when we loved
one another and agreed on so many life issues. I read this book out of curiosity. He'd get mad, but I'd have
no idea why - because I was searching from a lady perspective. Finally, as I transformed my interactions
with him, he felt respected and calmed down. He had always treated me perfectly, but after I changed, his
feelings for me seemed to go deeper. I possibly could continue but won't.96 for a used duplicate of this
reserve and it preserved my marriage. We have done plenty of marriage series which is the best! While
several are useful I felt it might have been reduced down & The book and movies give couples plenty of
resources on how best to cope with conflict and communication. This book changed my marriage I paid $1.
It really is a great reminder that God produced men and women differently and why we think, hear, react
differently. I would recommend this to per-marriage individuals aswell for a better understanding of the
contrary sexes thought patterns. An easy task to listen to while driving. If you truly have "Great Will" for
your spouse you will drop pride/ego and pay attention to this. Why not try to avoid a disaster in your
marriage? You will want to try to repair your romantic relationship rather than just quitting or giving up and
settling? If both partners still want to work toward repair or a better relationship in general I think this is a
great starting to understanding and communication! Great read. Great, awesome book. I'm in the mental
wellness field and I appreciate this author's take on human relationships and what they consider to be
important. Truthfully I'm personally agnostic, but fortunately I was open plenty of to allow myself to read
the book and incorporate those regular wants and wishes from the contrary sex right into a fitting part model
for a true harmonious living. Worth the Read Great book. Every married person must have this tool I've this
book already but ordered it for someone else, from Amazon. This is an excellent guide.! Initially, I
experienced like, my husband should be scanning this reserve when I 1st read it. Till today, he has never
read this reserve!From reading this reserve I noticed by building small changes in the way I communicated
and reacted I began to see big time changes in my own marriage.! I've lend this to lovers wither they are
Christians or not and it truly has helped their marriages. Living in a world that propagates feminine
empowerment to extremes I didn't recognize how negatively those tips were impacting my romantic
relationship through means of disrespect. I've stepped back again, observing and practicing some of the
teachings in this publication, and have seen a positive impact on my perspective & relationship. The only
real reason I didn't rate 5 stars is because of the excessive quantity of personal experiences at the start of the
book.! reached the teachings sooner. Amazing perspective This book up to now is amazing. It provides an
extremely interesting perspective on the variations that women and men think. But this book may not help
those who are not really in a traditional role and definitely not anyone within an abusive relationship. There
were so many "AHA!" occasions while reading not the 1st half of the reserve. I recommend this for just
about any relationship. It is a hearty go through, but well worth it. It's allowed me to be more patient with
my spouse and open up up a complete new method for me to observe things from his point of view. This
publication and video series was the only thing that genuinely helped us. I prefer the audiobook myself. A
new perspective I'm thankful for stumbling upon this book. Completely love it! Oh, and reserve arrived in
great condition. We listen again and again at least three times now. I recommend this book and ministry to
everyone I encounter. For five years my marriage offers descended into an ugly "crazy routine. I love the
directness of the message and the brand new, profound perspective that is presented. I think both of us
started to see each other as the enemy.! This reserve blew my mind. focused on communication. I cried a lot
while reading this. There is a part where the writer asked how you'd experience if a woman spoke to your



boy the way you speak to your hubby. I was horrified. But it was an excellent wakeup call. My husband is
listening to it on audio book and we've been communicating effectively for the very first time in eight years
jointly. We "first got it" Dr. He also shares a tale where he was frustrated at his wife because she was
disappointed with him for not really obtaining a proper card (basically said don't get mad at me that i got the
wrong card, just cope with it and do not get mad! It can so without placing blame on either sex simply
showing the difference. I want my money back! This was one among the various tools that helped me out
throughout a rough amount of time in my marriage and I have been married as of today for 12 years, in early
stages, I wasn't sure just how long our relationship would last. This book is totally one sided, and only men.
Must go through!Normally when I've read books in marriage it feels like a ton of information but not really
any tools to make use of it.!!! Perhaps most harrowing, the author declares proudly that his book helped a
woman go back to her husband, who was abusive for many years, because she learned to "maintain her
mouth shut" and give him some respect (this is simply not how domestic abuse ought to be dealt with). and
all us women need is love! Actually! Please, read something else. It is 2018! Just workbook Just workbook
Among the best books for married couples I think that is a misty browse for married couples and those
engaged. He hits the nail on the top repeatedly in this reserve and seems to bridge the conversation gap
between men and women! So thankful this book exists! Certainly something to purchase before getting
married or as a wedding gift. Men need respect, men need sex, men need! Five stars!" It had been filled with
misunderstandings, betrayal, bitterness, and resentment. As an individual woman, I have under no
circumstances heard this perspective and intend to apply it in the future. The very best marriage book! Super
resource for a great relationship! We could relate to the couples issues. Absolutely a must for anybody really
wanting to keep or repair marriage. Like and Respect is definitely a simple idea that will keep your marriage
out from the “crazy cycle”. I could see how these details functions and would encourage anyone in family
members counseling to pick up the book and present it a try. I would extremely recommended to all engaged
couples. The relationship doesn't even have to maintain turmoil for me personally to suggest. A must read. It
really can help you understand and analyze what areas you need to work on. Ideal for visitors headed
to/from function. This author seems to be selfish and looks at women as non-equals who need to simply shut
up and never complain I was not in a position to finish this book, and feel that it had been a waste materials
of my money. I am a counseling psychologist who focuses on clinical treatment and research of couples and
marriage. This reserve changed our relationship for the first time, because it helped me understand that my
husband is just plain wired differently and MUST experience respect. There are few books on the market
which are 1) as well-known as this reserve and 2) keep me more heartbroken due to misinformation. I
completely see how some, with out a critical attention of the publication, are positively impacted by the
message. I think this book does well to highlight that love and respect are, certainly, very key areas of
relationships (for both companions, btw: women also want respect, and guys also need love). Nevertheless,
the author boldly promises that connection and communication are principles that just wives are interested in
(false).!I browse this book as an atheist but nonetheless found it incredibly useful and relatable. Ladies
deserve respect.
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